
falls and filming far less now going out with livia with culemborg covered in snow

13172: "filming now taking advantage of the last sunny days before several snow 

point to stick to only two layers and fixing details on the computer"

very  simple  with  a  lot  of  yellow  and  black  contrasting  each  other  making  it  a 

07149: "another painting executed now with livia crawling around and keeping it 

confrontation with humans and global warming at large"

going to bed and thinking of a walrus seen in a documentary and coming to a direct 

08096: "writing a fable now still dedicating regularly every evening to it before 

culemborg with livia"

one  left  alone  walking  in  rotterdam  but  mostly  collecting  trash  walking  around 

11206: "picking trash in holland taking advantage of some nice days particularly 

little livia becoming more and more a kid"

towards the end resuming yoga after many years and laso enjoying the company of 

on  the  actual  content  and  focusing  mostly  on  it  and  also  getting  more  charged 

realization of my project but at last seeing the good results i get from working 

with the bad winter weather and feeling once again as too far from the physical 

04117: "having a hard time to readapt to my life in the netherlands especially 

francesco"

and lastly listening to songs at the radio during new years eve while at my friend 

driving to get august in milan and also singing songs to livia to make her sleep 

by  lake  garda  listening  to  songs  both  in  the  bed  and  breakfast  and  in  the  car 

mountains in total silence and then picking myrhte and livia in verona and staying 

france and to florian in southern germany before spending a week working in the 

03114: "listening songs driving to the ardenne with cas and then driving through 

hundreds in brazil"

reading  about  many  attacks  and  fights  but  also  about  a  big  catastrophe  killing 

12159:   "reading   the   news   at   least   once   a   week   searching   for   casualties   and 

colour palette and more complicated shapes"

spending some time home with livia to make a new painting and going for a full 

07148:   "again   taking   advantage   of   the   winter   weather   outside   and   of   myrthe 

labels from the morning market and later more tourist fliers"

my  mother  and  walking  alone  through  vicenza  and  venice  finding  many  discarded 

11208: "picking trash now mostly being left with livia alone after arguing with 

and collecting trash in italy mostly while with myrthe and livia"

no trash on the sidewalk despite walking a long time particularly in strasbourg 

driving to italy and stopping both in belgium and later in france finding almost 

11207: "picking trash still in the netherlands and particularly in utrecht before 



the city with myrthe and livia but also august"

berlin filming there extensively after walking for more than seven hours around 

taking  advantage  of  beautiful  sunny  days  and  finding  the  same  good  weather  in 

wind  and  then  filming  walking  around  culemborg  and  the  surrounding  countryside 

13173: "filming at first in den bosch walking with livia and myrthe despite the 

berlin"

experiencing almost no wind towards the end particularly after going on holiday to 

anyway go out with little livia but having to keep inside many days in a row until 

18127: "a harsh month with a lot of wind and only a few day of calmness trying to 

august there and with him walking around the city without any jacket"

with  almost  a  sudden  spring  expecially  experienced  going  to  berlin  and  meeting 

indoor but slowly getting better with at last some beautiful days spent outside 

16131: "a period with snow and bad weather in the netherlands forcing livia and i 

netherlands"

mostly   having   dreams   taking   place   indoor   reflecting   my   life   here   in   the 

by the very series now also loosing the outdoor scenery of my mountain village and 

morning to work thus not remembering so many dreams and often having them affected 

02164:  "a  period  watching  too  many  series  and  and  waking  up  too  early  in  the 

after renting out my apartment"

german girl and a south america guy met at the hostel where i spend the nights 

during one of the last conferences together in stockholm and also photographing a 

10122:   "getting   to   know   better   my   swedish   colleagues   and   photographing   them 

isolated situation and the frictions with my mother's rich family"

a lot of thoughts walking alone with livia in the stroller also thinking of my 

09089: "now being a little stuck indoor with much winter weather out but getting  

and later also filming in rotterdam and back in culemborg with no snow"


